Expression of Corticosteroid-Binding Globulin CBG in the Human Heart
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Abstract
Glucocorticoids are known to be involved in myocardial regeneration and destruction. Cardiomyocytes are mostly devoid of nuclear glucocorticoid receptors (GRs) and it is generally assumed that effects of adrenal steroids in heart are mediated through the mineralocorticoid receptor (MR). Here we used immunocytochemistry to study localization of corticosteroid binding globulin (CBG) in semithin sections of human cardiac tissue samples. With staining of consecutive sections we examined colocalization with GR and MR immunoreactivities. While GR staining was almost undetectable, a portion of myocytes with MR immunostained nuclei was found. Almost all cardiomyocytes exhibited CBG immunostaining in cytoplasm and on the cell membrane. Most pronounced CBG immunoreactivities were found in Purkinje fibers and in smooth muscle cells of arterial walls. With RT-PCR, we found in homogenates of cardiac tissue detectable levels of CBG encoding mRNA. Our findings indicate that CBG is expressed in human heart. Known cardiac effects of adrenal steroids may in part be mediated through the binding globulin and its putative membrane receptor in addition to nuclear steroid receptors and direct genomic action. Highlights of our study: Human cardiomyocytes express mineralocorticoid receptors, but are mostly free of nuclear glucocorticoid receptors. CBG is expressed in myocardium and in Purkinje fibers. CBG in heart is colocalized with mineralocorticoid receptor. Endothelia and smooth muscle cells of arterial walls show colocalization of CBG and MR.

Introduction
Systemic stress response includes neuroendocrine activation of the hypothalmo-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. Adrenal steroid hormones are known to have an impact on volume regulation, salt retention, and myocardial remodeling [1]. While chronically elevated plasma levels of cortisol lead to hypertrophy of cardiomyocytes [2], aldosterone has been linked to inflammation and fibrosis of the heart [3]. Both, cortisol and aldosterone seem to be ligands with similar affinities for the cardiac mineralocorticoid receptor (MR) and it is likely that cortisol is actually the primary ligand for the MR in heart [3]. Glucocorticoids (GCs) seem to act mainly as antagonists on the cardiac MR [4], which suggests that high stress levels might be cardioprotective to some extent. Indeed it has been shown that low cortisol levels after myocardial infarction are associated with a poorer early prognosis [5,6]. Controversially, other data indicate that permanently elevated plasma cortisol levels are associated with higher morbidity and mortality and increased cardiovascular risk [7]. In an experimental setting with adrenal ectomized rats, administration of cortisol and dexamethasone increased infarct size [8]. In this light it remains unclear how systemic adrenal steroids affect the heart: The beneficial effects of MR inhibitors may relate to a blockade of mineralocorticoids [9]; however, the actions of glucocorticoids need to be reinvestigated in this context. Cardiac remodeling has been shown to occur even in MR-deficient mice [10]. So some of the GC effects on cardiomyocytes may involve mechanisms independent from nuclear MR. While a huge body of clinical and physiological literature exists in this field, there are only few morphological studies in humans so far. Corticosteroid-binding globulin (CBG) is a heterodimeric glycoprotein [11] with high affinities to GC mineralocorticoids (MC). CBG is primarily expressed in liver [12], capable of binding more...
than 95% of systemic glucocorticosteroids. CBG is thought to be involved in systemic steroid transport and buffering, thus enhancing bioavailability of GC and MC. Recently intrinsic expression of steroid-binding globulins was observed in brain, testis, and heart [13]. CBG may be involved in known rapid non-genomic effects of adrenal steroids [14].

In the present study, we addressed the question after an intrinsic expression of CBG in human heart and its possible colocalization with nuclear GR or MR. We used immunocytochemical staining of consecutive semithin sections for high resolution light microscopy. RT-PCR of RNA extracts from tissue homogenates was performed to identify CBG encoding transcripts in human heart.

Materials and Methods

Tissue preparation

Histochemical experiments were performed in accordance with the German law. Use of human tissues was approved by the local ethics committee, protocol # 3086-03/11. Tissue samples of myocardium were obtained during routine dissection of individuals who had no history of cardiac problems and who had passed away for reasons other than cardiac failure. Samples from human liver were used for controls of PCR (samples were provided by Prof. H. Kosmehl, Department of Pathology, Helios Klinikum Erfurt). Post mortem time was <48 h. Samples from males (n=7) and from females (n=5) were subjected to immunfixation with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS (0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.2, containing 0.9% NaCl) overnight at 4 °C. After washing in PBS, tissue blocks were dehydrated through ascending ethanol series and embedded in EPON. Acetonitrile was used as intermediate, polymerization was performed at 60 °C for 3 days. Serial semithin sections (1 μm) were cut with a Reichert Ultracut microtome and collected on glass slides (Superfrost®, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). For biochemical experiments formaldehyde fixation was omitted. Such tissue samples were dissected and rapidly frozen in liquid nitrogen (LN₂).

Immunohistochemistry

EPON resin was removed from semithin sections by incubation in 10% sodium methoxide (2 min at RT), followed by rinsing in 1:1 methanol/benzene (2 min at RT) and 2×acetone, 2 min each at room temperature (RT). After washing in PBS, consecutive sections were incubated with either anti-CBG (C-20, goat polyclonal IgG, Santa Cruz Biotechnology) at a dilution of 1:1,000 in PBS containing 2% normal goat serum (PBS-NGS), with anti-GR (ab9568, mouse monoclonal antibody, Abcam), or with anti-MR (ab2532, rabbit polyclonal antibody, Abcam), both diluted 1:500 in PBS-NGS. Incubation time was overnight at 4 °C. Sections were washed in PBS (3×15 min) and incubated with either anti-mouse IgG, with anti-rabbit IgG or with anti-goat IgG (Sigma, Aldrich, München, Germany) for 2 h at RT, both diluted 1:200 in PBS-NGS. After washing (3×15 min), peroxidase anti-peroxidase soluble complex (produced in either mouse, rabbit, or goat) was applied (Sigma, Aldrich, München, Germany) 1:200 in PBS-NGS for 2 h at RT. Reaction product was visualized with diaminobenzidine and H₂O₂ in PBS (FAST Kit, Sigma, Aldrich, München, Germany). Immunocytochemical controls were carried out with the respective normal serum instead of the specific antibodies. After rinsing in distilled water sections were dehydrated through ascending ethanol series, cleared in xylene, and coveredslipped with Entellan® (Merck Darmstadt, Germany). Sections were evaluated with an Olympus BX 50 photomicroscope with interference contrast illumination.

RNA extraction and PCR

RNA was isolated by TRIzol® extraction. Frozen samples were thawed in 1 ml of TRIzol® (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. München, Germany) and homogenized by sonication, followed by incubation for 5 min at RT. Tubes were shaken by hand for 15 s after adding 0.2 ml of chloroform (Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany). Samples were again incubated for 3 min at RT and then centrifuged at 12,000×g for 15 min at 4 °C. The aqueous phase, containing RNA was moved into a new tube. To precipitate RNA, 0.5 ml isopropanol was added, followed by 10 min incubation at RT. Thereafter, samples were centrifuged for 10 min at 12,000×g at 4 °C. After discarding the supernatant, 1 ml of 75% ethanol was added and the pellet was resuspended by brief vortexing. After a final centrifugation at 7500×g for 5 min at 4 °C, the supernatant was removed and the pellet air-dried. Total RNA was dissolved in 50 μl of RNase-free water and incubated for 15 min at 55 °C.

For reverse transcription and PCR, the Qiagen OneStep RT-PCR kit was used. Intron-spanning primers were designed using the publicly available genomic coding sequences, (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez) (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway) and the public domain primer design software Primer 3 (http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/cgi-bin/primer3/prim3) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez). The primer sequences were: CBG sense, 5′-CAC CAA CCA GGA AAA TTT CT-3′; CBG antisense, 5′-AGT GGG ATT TGG ACT GCA-3′. The primer sequences were: CBG sense, – 5′-CAC CAA CCA GGA AAA TTT CT-3′; CBG antisense, – 5′-AGT GGG ATT TGG ACT GCA-3′, resulting in a 302 bp amplification product [15]. PCR for β-actin was performed as control: Forward primer: 5′-CAG TGT GGG CCC TTC CTA TAT CA-3′ and reverse primer: 5′-CAG TCA GCA TAG ACC TCA CCC-3′ with a product size of 272 bp. Primer sets were purchased from Biomol GmbH, Germany.

Reverse transcription was conducted at 50 °C for 30 min. PCR was run in a T3 Thermocycler (Biometra, Göttingen, Germany) under the following conditions: The initial activation step was 95 °C for 15 min followed by 3-step cycling of 94 °C for 40 s, 53 °C for 45 s, and 72 °C for 1 min (35 cycles), and a final extension step of 72 °C for 10 min. Final PCR product was separated on an agarose-gel (1.2%, including ethidium bromide) via electrophoresis (110V, 60 min). Visualization of the amplification product was performed under ultraviolet light. For estimation of PCR product size a Standard DNA size marker was used (Low range DNA ladder, Jena Bioscience, Germany).

Results

Immunostaining of semithin sections from myocardial samples was combined with high resolution light microscopy. At a section thickness of 1 μm it was possible to identify single cells in several consecutive sections allowing for colocalization of the different antigens. Immunostaining for GR was found in nuclei and in cytoplasm of only scattered myocytes while most of the cardiac muscle cells exhibited specific immunoreactivity for MR. MR staining was mostly confined to nuclei sparing the nucleoli (Fig. 1, panel 1, white asterisk) but occurred also in the perinuclear cytoplasm of many cells. CBG immunoreactivity was observed as granulated reaction product in cytoplasm of almost all myocytes (Fig. 1, panel 2a). CBG was occasionally also found in nuclei. Examination of subsequent sections immun-
stained for MR (Fig. 1, panel 2b) revealed abundant colocalization of both CBG and MR. CBG staining was most pronounced in Purkinje fibers (Fig. 1, panel 3, white arrows). Some of these cells showed in addition CBG positive immunoprecipitates associated with the cell membrane (Fig. 1, panel 3, black arrows). Many of the epithelial cells in endocardium and in vascular endothela contained CBG positive nuclei (Fig. 1, panel 4, black arrows), mostly colocalized with MR. The same was true for smooth muscle cells within the walls of myocardial arteries (Fig. 1, panel 4, black arrows). There were no apparent differences between men and women regarding the immunostained patterns. Immunocytochemical controls were devoid of staining in all cases.

Ethidium bromide gels of PCR products showed bands with a product size of approximately 300 bp, indicating CBG specific transcripts. The amplification product for β-actin was visible as intense bands with a size of 270 bp. RT-PCR from RNA extracted from human liver was used as control.

Discussion

CBG seems to be expressed in numerous cells within the human heart, most of them MC targets. Our results with RT-PCR indicate intrinsic biosynthesis of the binding globulin. This is in contrast to previous studies, which described the lack of CBG expression in rat heart [16]. This discrepancy may be due to species differences or to differences in immunocytochemical methods. Cardiac CBG found in human heart may be identical with or be rather similar to liver CBG, judging from the equal sizes of both amplification products. Another steroid binding protein, sex hormone binding globulin (SHBG) has previously been shown to occur in human myocardium [13]. Extra hepatic expression of steroid binding globulins has been observed in numerous organs including prostate, testis, and throughout the brain, for review see [14]. Although the functional importance of cardiac CBG is yet to be determined, it seems likely that CBG is involved in adrenal steroid actions on the heart, perhaps in part...
independent from nuclear GR. GR immunoreactivity was found only in scattered myocardial cells while MR expression was abundant. It has been suggested that most cardiac effects of GCs are mediated through the MR [17]. Chronic high levels of GCs seem to act in heart mainly as MR antagonists [18] perhaps accounting for tissue damage known to occur in heart upon chronic stress [19].

CBG immunostaining was found in the perinuclear cytoplasm and sometimes associated with the cell membrane. This was especially true for Purkinje fibers, which contained most intense CBG immunoreactivity. It is not yet known whether cellular responses of myocardial cells to chronically elevated GC levels are different from the responses of Purkinje fibers, however, the association of chronic stress with arrhythmia is a well-established phenomenon.

CBG was found in most of the endothelial cells of blood vessels within the myocardium and in endocardial cells. Similar observations were made in smooth muscle cells of arterial walls. We have determined whether endothelial cells and vascular walls outside the heart are also CBG positive. However, the abundance of CBG in these cells indicates functional importance. The known sensitivity of blood vessels to elevated adrenal steroids levels may be linked to ailments including arterial hypertension and small blood vessel disease.

CBG is thought to buffer systemic glucocorticoids and mineralocorticoids, thus regulating the amounts of free hormone [20]. Cardioprotection may therefore be among the functions of CBG expressed in heart. It may be interesting to see whether intrinsic CBG expression is altered in certain cardiac problems. Chronically high systemic cortisol concentrations are associated with a detectable increase of plasma Troponin T, indicating cardiac cell damage [21]. Elevated free corticosterone is a complementary and incremental cardiac event risk predictor in patients afflicted with chronic heart failure [7]. CBG is known to also control aldosterone homeostasis in target tissues. Circulating mineralocorticoid levels as well as steroid biosynthesis are upregulated in pathological states including myocardial infarction, in which both, cortisol and aldosterone are independent predictors of increased mortality risk [22].

CBG has also been associated with nongenomic actions of adrenal steroids including rapid responses [23]. Various authors suggest membrane-associated receptor systems for CBG [14]. Furthermore nonclassical GRs in mitochondria [24] or cytoplasmic receptors [25,26] could be involved in such functions underlying nongenomic responses to a chronically overstimulated HPA axis.
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